MALE BEAUTY REPORT
WHY MALE BEAUTY
IS CHINA’S NEXT
BRAND GROWTH STORY

In a 2011 interview with Global Entrepreneur magazine, AIR PARIS president Dimitri Katsachnias shared pre-

For this reason, we have compiled this
in-depth report with the hope of bringing

50 years moving from using cologne to
accepting after shave, while in China it

This exercise meant navigating data,
consumer behaviors and brand strategies whose sophistication far exceeded

While the prediction proved prescient,
the magnitude of the male beauty
Forget about after shave, Chinese men
are enthusiastically embracing masks,
new generation of beauty buyers is
also catching up to Korea in adoption
of color makeup products like BB
or behaviors, China is driving the development of the 122 billion USD global

to the extent to which men are re-defining the traditional industry playbook for
brand creative, product innovation and

We hope that this report will inspire you
and trigger ideas to turn the potential of
male beauty into tangible growth for

For more information on how AIR PARIS
can help your business, please visit

Data from Euromonitor shows the
Chinese male beauty market growing

beauty market, men represent an attractive growth opportunity for existing
brands and also attract savvy entrepreneurs eager to populate the market
with new male only, digital native
Channel to homegrown players like
-

We believe that the rise of Chinese
male beauty ranks amongst the most
important macro trend we have encountered in over 20 years of activity in

Chris Krakowski

Introduction
Such is the eye catching copy that is fealatest advertising campaigns meant to

polished model, the visual features an average
looking man in a mundane setting applying his

What this creative choice communicates is
that beyond its remarkable growth, male
beauty and skincare is no longer the domain
stream and in so doing is unleashing enormass market digital native brands such as
such as Channel, the male beauty tide has
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The Rise Of Male Beauty
Creates Opportunities For Brands
In All Segments Of The Market
NEW BRAND DISRUPTION

INCUMBENT INNOVATION

LUXURY BRAND EXPANSION

One of the top selling
brands on Tmall and
represents a new breed
of digital native, male
only beauty brands offering high value for money

LAB Series is evolving its
marketing playbook by working with pro-gaming teams to
convert the new generation
of male beauty consumers
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With its 'Boy de Chanel'
male makeup line, Chanel
is amongst the first luxury
brands to bet heavily on
the male market

Male Beauty Is No Longer
The Domain Of A Niche Avant Garde.
It Has Gone Mainstream.

It is our opinion that male beauty will be
one of the most exciting growth stories
ents a perfect storm of pent-up spending power, strong cultural underpinnings and relatively open competitive
tunities for both established brands and
newcomers alike to get in at the ground
floor, help shape customer behaviors
and gain a foothold in the market

will customers favor? What type of
celebrities and ambassadors will they
respond to? Which new product formats
and ingredients will arise? To what
extent are female best practices transposable to the male market? Etc…
Answering these questions means
standing at the intersection of culture,
product, branding and channel innovathis article, showing how beauty fits
into a broader cultural evolution of
masculinity, breaking down the new
male beauty routine, mapping the male
beauty path to purchase and identifying
different archetypes of male beauty

become fully mainstream? How many
men will cross over from skincare to
makeup? Which brands will come out
ahead? Which purchasing channels
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The New Chinese Man
THE FUEL POWERING THE RISE OF THE MALE
BEAUTY AND SKINCARE MARKET

Big growth stories are always built on strong cultural founThis is precisely what is happening at the moment as new
definitions of masculinity and new lifestyle habits enter

fresh faced men built on the template set by Korean boys
misleading by reducing a complex cultural trend to a single

BREAKING DOWN
THE NEW CHINESE MAN
TRADITONAL MASCULINITY

NEW MASCULINITY

• Cultural environment shaped by traditional
gender roles
• Status comes from economic success
•
• Low involvement consumer
•
elegant, strong, mature
•

• Cultural environment shaped by gender
re-definition
• Status comes also from personality and culture
•
personality
• High involvement consumer
•
•
compatible with masculinity
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o1.
an increasing amount of their free time
and discretionary income to the betteran utilitarian pursuit, self-improvement is
a life philosophy, an ethic of self-cultivation and constant progress through good

69

One dimension of the self-improvement

MALE

rise of fitness in both traditional gym
formats and new formats such as exer-

bracelets by men on Tmall increased
ing adoption of sport as a daily life habit
but also shows that physical self-improvement is closely linked to data
De Dao

with a more traditional male interest in

6o

MALE

Self-improvement is also intellectual and
user base of top knowledge apps such
base of top knowledge apps

demonstrating once again modern Chi-
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o2.

Increased independence and involvement
in consumption choices

hierarchy of most valuable consumer groups
tional view reflected the difficulty of getting
men involved in premium consumption beyond

sports to music, fashion, travel and self-care;
men are developing new passions and becomchange is the rise of male focused e-comfor instance started as
an app offering appraisal services for rare

Beauty products are making their way into popular male

e-commerce platform with a largely male
is another beneficiary of this

including a selection of male skincare products alongside its more traditional sneakers

Perhaps the ultimate proof of the power of this
new male consumption culture can be found in
the efforts by various players to create the

pushed a new app called CHAO which bills
itself as the go to place for lifestyle tips and
equivalent of RED.
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o3.
Beauty as an asset
dends in the workplace where a good
physical appearance complements
educational background to create the

agreed that looks had a direct

apply mainly to women for whom physical appearance has long been accepted as a direct driver of social status
and economic success, especially in
the social media age with its obsession

ships where female empowerment
makes traditional forms of status pro-

This vision of beauty as an asset is
bring to the dating game increasingly
high demands in terms of style, attiappearance to gain an edge in the

Men Accept That Beauty Is A Key
Driver Of Social And Economic
Success, They Participate In The
‘Looks Economy’
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A sign of this evolution, many Chinese men are going
beyond skincare and accepting the idea of beautification
-

STRONGLY SUPPORT MEN WEARING MAKEUP

6o

29
2015

2018

STRONGLY OPPOSE MEN WEARING MAKEUP

31

1o

2015

2018
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New Masculinity Codes Are Reflected
In Brand Creative

FROM

TO

• Playfulness
• Attitude
• Approchability

• Raw power
• A god-like model
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The New Chinese
MALE BEAUTY ROUTINE(S)

understand the opportunities offered by this trend, one
must look beyond the headlines and dig deeper into
products can be considered mainstream? Which are
growing the fastest? How are customers transitioning
to new products?

o1.
From male grooming to male color beauty:
Mapping the male ‘beauty journey’
Based on our experience, we have divided the male beauty routine into 5
different stages of sophistication each corresponding to different behaviors

GROOMING
Basic hygiene items with
almost full penetration
• Body wash • Fragrances
• Shaving
• Deodorant

SKIN
MAINTENANCE
Essential skin maintenance
items necessary for basic
comfort and appearance
• Cleanser

COLOR LE A PF R O

G

COLOR
male color makeup items
• BB cream
• Concealer
• Foundation

• Lipstick
• Eyebrow pencil
• Eyeline

General purpose skincare
items with high penetration
• Toner
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• Sunscreen
• Anti acne
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Specialized skincare items with
medium to low penetration
• Serum
• Eye cream
• Essence
• Supplements
• Beauty hardware
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Key Male Beauty Growth Categories

249
126

Increase in BB cream purchases during 11/11

168

-

es of serums by males

sales of male face masks

214

278
sales of male lipstick

sales of eyebrow pencils

At the start of what can be considered
male beauty is what we call skin mainteThe next step up the beauty ladder is
what we refer to as basic skincare with
items such as toners, masks and sunmarket early movers like Loreal and
penetration, especially with young and
surveyed by Tmall and Loreal use at least
the self-care habits of most appearance
conscious men although usage frequency

strongly thanks mainly to increase in
usage frequency and trading up in
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Masks Represent The Upgrade Of
Male Beauty Routines

.
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Within this category, male masks stand
out as a breakaway growth item with
-

element to note is the propensity for men
to buy advanced products such as

also another strong growth product with
according to 360 (highest of all product
this with masks and sunscreen ranking as
the top 2 most followed product catego-

gifting can account for some of the delta,

for instance is well known for being fa-

From basic skincare, many men move
believe that this transition marks an important inflexion point from skincare as a
-

Finally, at the far end of the spectrum,
-

find products with sophisticated formulations and a more targeted effect such as

faster than fragrances, hair care, body
this universe through BB creams and
concealers, products that often advertise

These products are often linked to anti-aging or counterbalancing the effects of
busy lifestyles with frequent overtime
ing categories such as beauty hardware

correct small blemishes while maintaining

and concealer have risen respectively
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Even more remarkable is the rise of lipstick and eyebrow pencils which
-

As impressive as these growth figures are however, we must keep in
mind that male color cosmetics is still a nascent market with relativeproduct are still needed to make the category go mainstream (see
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o2.
3 opportunity spaces for upgrade
If we consider the market as a whole,
most middle class consumers would find

as BB creams before gradually adding

the transition to color makeup represents
significant contingent of customers, espeSkincare upgrade: customers who start
out with basic skincare items gradually
learn about the category, find their preferred brands and develop a finer underare likely to start upgrading basic items
while adding new steps to their routine
with products such as serums, eye cream

never fully move beyond skincare and

Color leapfrog: it would be tempting to
see color makeup as the sole domain of
an elite of highly educated customers
who have already adopted a sophisticatthat many brands, especially new Chi-

Color transition: sophisticated skincare
users gradually become more comfortsee it as the natural next step in their
pursuit of more beautiful skin and start
experimenting with simple solutions such

2000 customers, trying to get them to
trend is for us the most interesting opportunity space for new brands who have the
chance to shape the habits of a new

‘Leapfrogging’ Straight To Color Makeup

HE 赫恩
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How To Win:
REACHING AND SEDUCING
THE NEW CHINESE
MALE BEAUTY BUYER

It is clear that the male beauty routine is becoming more
complex, opening up considerable opportunities for both
how should brands go about winning in this market? How can
they bring together communication, products and channels to
reach and convert the new Chinese male beauty buyer?
While there is no set, guaranteed formula for success; we

o1.

Leverage the influence of women as educators
and influencers
While men are becoming more involved
in their beauty routine, it is an undeniable fact that they remain heavily influWomen, be them wives, girlfriends or
friends, act as purchase trigger, choice
influencer and often times are also the
from Alimama suggests that as much

brands should run targeted activities
geared towards making allies of
,a
direct to consumer male skincare brand
that ranks in the top 5 male cosmetics
Tmall, it also uses female-dominated
RED
to reach young women

Also on RED, Korean premium skincare
brand Sulwhasoo goes as far as changing the names of certain products to
encourage women to purchase for the

on Tmall, takes on the
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o2.

Adopt an ‘online native’ mindset

Compared to women, men lack a history

beauty brands built around mastery of
e-commerce channels, agile digital communication, social community engage-

have the same need to be directly exposed to the products, smell them, feel

of their main growth channels, these

For most of them, beauty remains a
relatively low involvement category in
which the most prized brand attribute is

is very
become one of the top performing
brands in its category on both Tmall and

A look at top selling cosmetics brands on
Tmall reveals many familiar names like

-

alongside these brands (and frequently
ing best practices from other direct to
or HE
new generation of recently created male

across a wide range of affordable products from shampoo to masks, sunscreen,
Through simplicity and consistency, it
maximize repeat purchase, it extends its
presence across a social and e-commerce eco-system that includes Tmall,

we also

put it in a strong position to benefit from
the male beauty boom and it should be
seen as a top priority channel for any
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New Digital Native Local Brands Are
Disrupting Incumbents Through Their
Mastery Of Digital Channels

Another example of digital powered
than from traditional
over 75,000 units of its star BB cream
every month and owes a large part of its
success to its mastery of online short

particular with influencer Xu Huasheng on
a series of humorous videos promoting

and 22,000 followers on micro video app

content re-directs to its Tmall storefront to

from its videos through its Kuaishou shop

o3.
Explore new cultural territories to influence
male beauty buyers
From choice of ambassadors to content
production, the rise of male beauty is
forcing many brands to re-visit their tradi-

have long used to reach male customers

and more men pay attention to their appearance and to their skin, their sophistication as a whole remains limited and
most men still enter beauty through other

tive to build cultural relevancy with male

Christiano Ronaldo were early pioneers in

closely with prominent players of the
Chinese basketball team and included
basketball related experiences in its latest
-

brands becomes to insert themselves in
these cultural territories through the right

One traditional territory that beauty brands
27

While sports remains a reliable avenue to
reach male customers, we believe that
brands should be more ambitious in ex-

cation is replete with gaming references,
-

Chief amongst these is online gaming
which has gone in a few years from
low-end occupation to trendy lifestyle

endorsed by the IG Team (one of China s

recently struck partnerships with pro-gam-

borrowing slang, we believe that gaming
offers tremendous opportunities for highly
disruptive forms of commerce and communication through in-depth IP collabora-

been particularly active on the gaming
front, sponsoring Honor Of Kings games
and holding live streams with its pro

Product descriptions borrow heavily
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Online Gaming Is The New Battle
Ground For Many Male Beauty Brands
Still other brands introduce beauty offerings
As shown by the aforementioned examples of
Du
, street wear has been a
key category in driving the development of a
male consumer culture and beauty brands who
manage to insert themselves in this space
Center on a pop-up event around the concept
fashion and skincare, calling out for men to

more inventive in collaborating with the gatekeepers of male traffic be them celebrities,
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o4.
Educate on products benefits to trigger purchase
One of the key challenges in developing
the male beauty market lies in the need for
comers to the world of beauty and skin-

trying to get across their benefit in a simple,

market requires brands to educate audi-

be shamed for being un-successful, they are
now also shamed for being negligent with

specific product but the category as a

voluntarily over the top, borrowing from
internet meme culture to get the message

stress women s expectations for a well put
together man and the need for men to live

brands, we have identified 3 key messaging
angles that have proven effectiveness in
convincing male customers of the impor-

in
particular embraces this crude and simple
approach with its micro videos
showing how a potential romantic encounter

Female validation: as mentioned earlier,
beauty is for men an important way to gain
an edge in an increasingly competitive
dating market where women set high
demands in terms of style and appear-

In many ways, the enduring presence of
such messages shows how important
female expectations are in driving male
skincare adoption and how consumption
behaviors connect to much broader cultur-

is a key point of focus for many brands
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Performance and confidence: the traditional representation of male lifestyles is
one in which men are expected to perform

This dominance of short-term, occasion
driven benefits messaging contrasts with
approach that is more common in the

surprise then than beauty brands would
frame the benefits of their products in perConvenience:
a tool for men to gain an edge in important

tioned earlier, many men recognize the need
to take better care of themselves but remain

Biotherm in its recent communication uses
gaming analogies to connect to the male

They expect solutions that offer immediately
visible results while at the same time not

nect these benefits to concrete occasions
amongst which the most important are

address this issue heads on by emphasizing
the convenience of their skincare solutions
and their seamless integration into busy
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ty of brands in this space present their BB cream as a miracle comdemonstrate how BB cream can allow men to cut down on the time
goes as
far as claiming that its BB cream offers customers 30 extra minutes

from the crowd and get noticed at work.

through a simpler beauty routine.

packaging can be torn apart without damaging the mask, the
mask is sturdy enough to prevent ripping, its large size is
engineered for men s faces, it can be worn while exercising
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How To Win:
MAKING COLOR BEAUTY
MAINSTREAM

While reducing the male beauty opportunity to color makeup
would be a mistake, it is undeniable that it is the category
that offers not only the highest growth rates but also the biggest opportunities for innovation both for incumbent brands

During its early devlopment, male color
beauty was driven by highly sophisticated
customers with an advanced skincare

Female makeup intersects strongly with
vidual style and offers the possibility to
While this vision may become accepted by
men with time, it is still a step too far for

These early adopters were glamorous,
cosmetics however will not look like its
from the avant-garde but by making
makeup acceptable, useful and desirable

appearance alteration, male makeup
should be promoted as invisible, highlighting natural features and subtly improving
overall appearance without being notice-

how different brands will tackle this chal-

glamour but on promoting a clean, natural

high-potential avenues to making color

some brands going the extra mile in assuaging consumer fears by directly comparing their products to female equivalents
so as to clearly highlight the differences

Natural beauty trumps glamour: one key
to achieving mainstream acceptance lies

Local brand Solehe 和风雨 advertises its male lipsticks as discreet and different from female lipsticks,
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impacts not only brand messaging but
also product formats, placing a higher
emphasis on portability and ease of use

Makeup as a practical tool for advancement in the workplace: adoption of male
makeup also goes through clearly communicated use cases that connect to male
concerns and can form the basis of
-

Innovating formats to make products
desirable: many men shy away from color
cosmetics because they are intimidated by

for being the earliest adopters of color
cosmetics, Korean men are driven in large

opinion that format is one of the most
important factors in turning male interest
are an integral part of the young professional s arsenal and assist men in moving
right format encourages discovery, establishes the product as male-specific and
elicits desire through the appeal of
novelty and the attractiveness of the
After purchase, format supports habit formation by making products

hinted earlier in this report, the influence of
looks on earnings is already well recognized in China and we foresee big potential for brands who can make themselves
the workplace companions of ambitious
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Format also encourages frequent usage especially outside
the home by turning products into accessories and making
should be bold in experimenting with different packaging
design and product form factors to better cater to male aes-

s eyebrow pencil comes
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How To Win:
CATERING TO THE RIGHT
MALE BEAUTY BUYER ARCHETYPE

We ve seen key trends in adoption of different beauty products along
comes out of this analysis is that male beauty is not a monolith but a
multi-facetted phenomenon with different consumers groups exhibitmust be clear which male beauty consumer they are targeting and
Based on our own experience and by recouping multiple 3rd party
data sets, we have established a typology of male beauty customers

BEAUTY FOCUS

Transition

BEAUTY LEARNERS

BEAUTY AVANT GARDE

LOW
SOPHISTICATION

Transition

HIGH
SOPHISTICATION

Transition

FUNCTIONAL ESSENTIALISTS

ADVANCED CARETAKERS
CARE FOCUS
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Functional Essentialists
PROFILE
Understand the need to take care of their skin,
feel social pressure to do so
good for clients, avoid embarrassment…
Unwilling to spend time shopping for or using
pay for it
Least likely to spontaneously look for skincare
through other areas of interest (sports, video
Likely to stay loyal to the same brand as long
as re-purchase is easy, likely to stick with what
is familiar
masks

APPROACH & OPPORTUNITIES

CONCERNS

Create easy skincare routines with clear
benefits for different occasions

How can I make sure that my skin serves
interviews?
What should I buy? How can I make I pick
the right products?

Drive repeat purchase through loyalty
engagement and subscription models

What brand and products can take care of
basic concerns in the fastest, most efficient way?

Gradually start education on skincare
best practices to encourage more
involvement in the category
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Advanced Caretakers
PROFILE
Existing users of premium and luxury skincare
Have a sophisticated beauty routine including
products such as specialty masks, serums,
eye cream…
Involved skincare consumers, willing to spend
time learning about products
Care greatly about ingredients, formulation and
texture
Can use female products for certain categories
if they do not find the right male option

CONCERNS

APPROACH & OPPORTUNITIES

How can I improve my skin s health and
appearance along very specific criteria

Create new premium products bringing the
latest in skincare science for male skin

How do I make sure I m getting the best
in ingredients and formulation, on par
with the best female products but engineered for male skin?

skincare products such as supplements or
hardware
Develop customization options
Connect to offline service centers to create

How can I add new steps to my beauty
routine to further improve my appearance?
How can I get a skincare regimen specifically adapted for my skin and lifestyle?
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Beauty Learners
PROFILE
Fashion forward men who already take
great care of their appearance mainly
through apparel and accessories
Open to the idea of beautification, use basic
skincare and entry level color makeup such
as BB cream
Eager to learn more about male beauty but
are confronted to the relative lack of content
on the topic
vanced color cosmetics products such as
eyeliner or lipstick, need to be guided and
reassured

CONCERNS

APPROACH & OPPORTUNITIES

How can I find male beauty products that
are good quality but still easy to use?

Educate beauty curious men on everyday
beauty tips through accessible educational
content

Which forms of male beauty are acceptable? Which are right for me?

Propose easy to use entry level color
beauty products that make it easy for men
to start experimenting

How can I be beautiful but remain masculine?
How can I educate myself about beauty
tips and tricks to look better everyday?
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Beauty Avant Garde
PROFILE
Earliest adopters of male makeup
Highly involved in the category, spend a
large part of their discretionary spending
brands for both
Combine a sophisticated skincare and
makeup routine
Buy a mix of male and female brands
Path to purchase and influences are
very similar to female beauty customers

CONCERNS

APPROACH & OPPORTUNITIES

How can I find the very best beauty products for men?

Launch premium and luxury male beauty
and makeup brands

How can I play with different colors to
change my look?

Evolve male color makeup beyond basic
products and offer more color and shade
options

How can I stand out through my exquisite
appearance?

Create advanced male specific beauty content
This audience represents a big opportunity for established female brands who can
extend successful franchises to male
products
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As we see, there are many dimensions to the
same starting point in terms of beauty routine

In many ways, one of the key signs of the maturation of the male beauty market will be the end
cessful companies will have identified niches and
developed products and brands specifically tarFor brands today, both incumbents and would be
disruptors, the question is no longer about the
The question is about where in the male beauty

Parting Thoughts:
LOOKING INTO
THE CRYSTAL BALL

We opened this report talking about the uncertainty that
we try to cut through this uncertainty and offer our own

1
The male beauty market represents the ultimate opporly native, direct to consumer brands will dominate the
market and see a huge potential for acquisitions of new
male brands by established beauty players, not unlike the
2016 Unilever acquisition of Dollar Shave Club

2
Just like sportswear brands spearheaded the early
development of the male groomingand fragrance
market, we expect popular male fashion and lifestyle
brands to leverage their accumulated equity and customer base to expand into beauty either on their own or
through collaborations
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3
As of today, male beauty products still largely mimic
more fundamental innovations in formulations, packaging
and modes of application to fit more closely male lifestyles and behaviors

4
The male search for convenience will fuel the rise of
customization and subscription services that will provide the
ultimate one-stop beauty solution

5
work and dating, we expect the male beauty market to mimic the
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Air Paris works with brand owners to
devise comprehensive strategies for new
articulate all the variables of brand strategy into a compelling vision complemented

Air Paris means excellence in creative
Across channels and form ats, we
deliver brand content that makes a
difference, helping you build brand
equity and drive conversion throughout
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Beauty Clients
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Xuhui District, Shanghai, China
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